MADE IN THE USA

Hawker
PIPE HANDLER

800-516-1774  www.HawkerWellWorks.com

When Safety, Reliability and Efficiency Count - Hawker is Your Answer
Safety, Reliability and Efficiency

In today’s marketplace like never before, Time is Money. The push is to get the energy to the market as soon as possible. As a supplier of field services you need to provide that service in a timely manner and focus on safety, reliability and efficiency. That’s why we introduced the Hawker Pipe Handler designed for what you need. Your crews will appreciate the benefits this piece of equipment will bring to the site in all weather extremes.

- Made in the USA
- Supporting Energy Independence
- Safer Way to Handle Pipe When Pulling or Placing
- Your Crews Will Appreciate The Performance & Safety Hawker Provides
- Built to Last
- Designed for Tubular Protection
- Built From the Ground Up
- Quick Return on Investment
- Department of Transportation Compliant
- Heavy Duty and Yet Light Enough to Haul
- Simple to Operate
- Designed and Engineered for Quick, Preventive Maintenance
- Custom Paint to Brand Your Company
- Set Up and Tear Down Quickly
- Safe & Efficient
- Reduced Costs Through Efficiency
- Remote Control Included
- We Can Customize Your Unit to Fit Your Needs
- This Unit Arrives (Turnkey) Field Ready
- Custom Manufacturing Available
- Training Provided
- Maintenance Plans Offered
- Minimizes Injuries and Workmen’s Comp Claims
- Full Time Hydraulic Filtration System
- Patent Pending

Exclusive Pinless Height Adjustment System

www.HawkerV
Full Field Support and Service

Comments Made From The Field

“Easy to Operate”
“Best Skate I Have Used”
“Quick and Efficient”

Call Today!
800-516-1774

Custom Paint to Brand Your Company

WellWorks.com